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The basic mechanic in this puzzle is relatively common and is suggested by the name of the
puzzle as well – not only that words are heard, but that perhaps meaning has been distorted by
the gossip of the Grapevine. For completeness, here are the solutions (left and right columns in
printed page order):

HUMOROUS BARBIE QUEUE
LOCKSMITH PRE-MADONNA
LANCELOT CRYSTAL EYES
PERSUADE GROWTH AND DECAY THEORY

CEASE AND DESIST HUME OR US
PRIMA DONNA PER SUEDE
CRYSTALLIZE LOX MYTH

SURGEON GENERAL CAR TOMB
LOAFERS KEMPT RAILS

GERMINATION SEE SANDY CYST
SHIA LABEOUF LANCE A LOT

BARBECUE LOW FIRS
O FORTUNA GIRDLE
CHEMTRAILS SHY A LA BEOUF
AWKWARD GERMAN NATION
OTTOMAN COMMON DEER
KHARTOUM SURGE, IN GENERAL

GODEL AUK WARD
COMMANDEER OWE FOR TUNA

GROTHENDIECK K-THEORY AUTO MAN

When words are paired with their homophones (holorimes is the correct word, I’ve heard), they
create lines through the tangle of central numbers, intersecting in exactly two places. We then
extract two letters from each connection. For each connection, the leftmost number indexes into
the solution of the left clued phrase, and the rightmost number indexes into the answer to the
right-hand side. The 40-letter extract is then read from top to bottom, and gives

BANSHEE CRY SOUNDS LIKE RIESLING OR CHARDONNAY

This is another paired phrase (WIGHT WHINE/WHITE WINE), and the language of the clue
implies that the correct answer is WIGHT WHINE.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

Once we had decided on our meta we were tasked with finding reasonable phrases in the form
(5-letter word) + (5-letter word). This proved quite challenging given the additional constraint
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that W had to be the unique letter that occurred in a common position in both words. Reasonable
options included WHITE WITCH, WILLY WONKA, WHALE WATCH, etc. but many of
these phrases were easily guessable using some basic information about the answer structure and
puzzle theme. Since WIGHT WHINE is not the sort of phrase you’ll guess outside of the context
of this puzzle, it seemed safe.

The rest of the puzzle was then built around the idea that WIGHT WHINE is a holorime
for WHITE WINE, and we played up the grapevine connection to seal the deal. The particular
indexing extract used was chosen so that you could not brute force the puzzle by just getting the
pairings (by exploiting the fact that lines go through exactly two numbers).
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